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KIMBER EVO SP STANDARD FEATURES: 
Striker-fired | Crisp, 6-7lb trigger with leaf safety |  Durable yet l ight-weight, All-Metal Construction | Sub-compact size

(888) 243-4522 | kimberamerica.com

DESIGNED TO BE THE ultimate choice in concealed carry pis-
tols, EVO SP was tailored by Kimber engineers to be the best 
shooting and most well equipped compact metal framed pistol 
on the market. Not only was EVO SP machined to the tightest al-
lowable tolerances it was also put through multiple iterations of 
hands-on human factors testing to ensure the best possible user 
experience before finalizing the design. Standout features in-
clude an innovative grip system that eliminates hardware on the 

grip surface, a magazine release that can be configured for right 
or left-handed shooters, a striker indicator that allows for both a 
visual and physical confirmation the striker is cocked, disassem-
bly with no trigger press, ledged tritium night sights for single 
hand manipulations and a sight picture no matter the light con-
ditions, and a 6-7lb trigger with crisp reset. EVO SP is the ideal 
choice for shooters that demand a feature packed, compact size 
striker-fired firearm matched with all metal construction. 
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EVO SP (CDP)EVO SP (TLE) EVO SP (TWO-TONE)
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MODEL ITEM UPC CAL. MSRP

NEW EVO SP (CS) 3900013 669278390130 9mm $1047

NEW EVO SP (CDP) 3900011 6692783901 16 9mm $949

NEW EVO SP (TLE) 3900012 669278390123 9mm $925

NEW EVO SP (Two-Tone) 3900010 669278390109 9mm $856
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NEW

EVO SP (CS)

Ledged trit ium night sights 
with high contrast front ring

Stiplex cocking 
serrations framed 
in striking sl ide 
l ightening cuts on 
the flats and top 
of the sl ide. 

G10 Stiplex-inspired 
black and gray grips 
and backstrap

Stainless steel 
sl ide and barrel 
feature FNC (Ferritic 
Nitrocarburizing) 
finish

Matching frame 
cuts accent the 
sl ide to give a 
striking overall 
appearance. 

Stiplex front strap 
checkering


